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Vyšetřovatelé JAG amerického námořnictva zatkli bývalého
generálního prokurátora Erica Holdera na základě obvinění z
vlastizrady v pátek večer, když on a nejmenovaný mužský společník
opustili bistro poblíž Prospect Park v Brooklynu ve státě New York,
uvedly zdroje JAG pro Real Raw News.
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Náš zdroj uvedl, že obvinění pocházejí z Holderova zapojení do
operace Fast & Furious, skandálu s chůzí zbraní, kterým ATF
nezákonně dovolilo obchodníkům se zbraněmi prodávat střelné
zbraně kupujícím slámy – jakýkoli nákup, při kterém agent souhlasí s
nákupem zboží nebo služeb. někdo, kdo často není schopen nebo
ochoten koupit zboží nebo službu sám, a agent převede zboží nebo
služby na tuto osobu poté, co je zakoupí – údajně proto, aby
sledoval zbraně mexickým kartelům. ATF však ztratila přehled o
zbraních, z nichž mnohé si našly cestu zpět do USA a do rukou
zločinců. Zbraně by později byly spojeny s domácími a
mezinárodními vraždami.

Holder se stal prvním sedícím členem kabinetu Spojených států,
který byl držen v pohrdání Kongresem. Generální inspektor
ministerstva spravedlnosti za Obamy ho ale odmítl stíhat a v roce
2012 ho zbavil obvinění.

"Unikl Obamově spravedlnosti, ale nehodlal uniknout vojenské
spravedlnosti." Neexistuje žádná promlčecí lhůta pro zradu,“ řekl náš
zdroj.

Holder, 72, byl označen jako „cíl příležitosti“, což znamená zatčení,
když je to možné, ale bez plýtvání nadměrnými zdroji.

Náš zdroj řekl, že viceadmirál Darse E. Crandall probíral hromadu
nevyřešených obvinění, když viděl Holderovo jméno na papírech,
které jeho předchůdce, admirál John G. Hannink, připravil v roce
2018. Zběžné vyšetřování odhalilo, že Holder je stále prominentní
člen a finanční mecenáš Demokratické strany sdílel rezidenci v
Bronxu s 55letým mužem.

Holder je ženatý s porodníkem Sharon Malone; mají tři děti.

"Je docela dobře známo, že mnoho z těchto chlapů má sňatky z
rozumu, pro optiku, jestli mi rozumíte." Naše informace ukázaly, že
spolu nežili a že Holder svou ženu už dva roky ani neviděl. Byl
spoutaný s chlápkem,“ řekl náš zdroj.
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28. června přijeli vyšetřovatelé JAG do NYC, aby ověřili
zpravodajské informace. Jak se očekávalo, Holder a jeho milenka
byli živí a zdraví a dováděli ve městě – zdálo se, že jsou nerozluční,
což představovalo problém.

"Pokud je to možné, chceme, aby byly cíle izolované, aby bylo
zatčení provedeno tiše, bez svědků a pozornosti veřejnosti." Holder
a jeho muž chodili všude společně. Nesoudím. Dospělí si mohou
dělat, co chtějí, ale Bible říká, že muži by spolu ležet neměli. Je to
Adam a Eva, ne Adam a Steve, ale to je vedle. Vyšetřovatelé je
sledovali dva dny a museli zavolat,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Zavolali do kanceláře viceadministrátora Crandalla, řekli, že
nemohou izolovat Holdera, a zeptali se, zda by také měli zadržet
jeho manželku. Admirál, řekl náš zdroj, neochotně souhlasil a
rozhodl se zatknout a vypořádat se s následkem.

30. června vyšetřovatelé zadrželi dvojici před Pasta Louise Café na
severozápadě Brooklynu. Holder a jeho přítel čekali na UBER, když
je vyšetřovatelé uvedli na zadní sedadlo neoznačeného SUV.

Nejmenovaný přítel chtěl vysvětlení a Holder požadoval telefonát
Obamovi, aby „vyřešil věci“.

Na závěr náš zdroj řekl, že společnost JAG může vznést další
obvinění proti Holderovi na základě nepřímých důkazů, že v letech
2009-2012 povolil útoky dronů na americké civilisty.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
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Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 62 008krát, dnes 12 215 návštěv)

This Holder creep, along with Obama, came up with the cages for
the illegal kids (and for which the media unjustly criticized Pres
Trump). Holder and Obama also were the ones that started flying
illegals into our country under cover of darkness at taxpayer
expense. Biden is simply fulfilling Obama’s third term. The drooling
idiot in the White House does as he is told.

Birds of a feather flock together as the saying goes. Have a safe and
blessed 4th to my fellow patriots. Hope and pray that we blow more
birthday candles for our nation. Blessings 🙏🙏 from The REAL
Delavic.

Epstein = child rapist
 Weinstein = rapist

 Feinstein = fed criminal
 Rosenstein = fed criminal

 Rosenbergs = domestic violent extremist
 Raskin = fed criminal

 Lew = fed criminal
 Zucker = fed criminal

 Sanger = staunch racist, negro killer
Yellen = fed criminal, dual citizenship with Izrahell

 Fischer = former vice chair of fed reserve, fed criminal, dual
citizenship with Izrahell

Deepstate is really mad about this arrest. They will likely make some
form of retaliation if he is executed. Holder’s untouchable image
must be preserved as well as the deepstate’s image of all power and
invincibility to faithful rank and file.
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Just my opinion, but I believe tolerance was one of the reasons for
the destruction of Sodom & Gomorrah.

There is plenty of free real estate in those cities. Send them all there
and let them fend for themselves.

LOL!! No free real estate in Sodom & Gomorrah. Those cities were
blown away by the mighty hand of God. There isn’t even a wall
standing to mark where they were.

There are plenty of pure-grade sulfur balls that prove the inhabitants
were burned alive in that firestorm. British and American explorers
have examined the sulfur balls and they were prove to be 93%or
better, which is part of what killed the sodomites in those cities.
Regular 43%sulfur won’t cut it.

This is great news, finally this SOB will have to face accountability
for treason. He is delusional if he think Obango barry has any real
power. Next!

This is awesome news! I wondered if he would get picked up soon.
He is one of the worst traitors.

I do notice a lot of times right after it is stated here how someone
gets arrested you see them in the news directly after. He was
supposedly arrested on June 30th, posted to this site on July 2nd
same day he was on CBS. Of-course he wasn’t there in person only
via video.

 Holder was just on CBS on July 2nd saying Biden shouldn’t pardon
Trump unless Trump changes his ways.

 I think what he meant by changing his ways is to never run for office
again, and donate to Democrat policies only.

 It almost sounded like if a convicted evil person shows remorse or
says “I’m sorry” he should be pardoned, maybe setting it up for
himself to be pardoned.
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I figure Biden can’t pardon Trump since Trump has done nothing
wrong that needs a pardon, unless he farted and then he should just
pardon himself.

The Deep-State had to react to this article announcing Holder’s
arrest.

 It was obviously CGI representing Holder, talking to Margaret
Brennan on Face the Nation 7-2-23.

The CGI graphics were struggling a bit, especially on the ‘fluttering’
dark suitcoat sleeves. Notice that the Face the Nation reporter’s
sleeves were not fluttering at all, nor anybody else. Once again, the
Deep-State immediately reacting to RRN articles.

https ://news .yahoo .com/face-nation-holder-drake-gorman-
165533815.html

Thank you for pointing this out. What else could they have done but
CGI on such short notice after Holder’s arrest?

MD, it takes a well trained eye to notice the difference and
apparently you are endowed with one. Sadly, the normies are still
blind or simply refuse to believe. These are the ones that as
someone posits, will end up in the asylum when the truth is made
public. This site has a few

 doubting Thomas’ or Didymus’ per The Holy Bible. Blessings 🙏🙏
from The REAL Delavic.

Fluttering suitcoat and blue line around him especially his head. His
image is clearly separate from the background.

WHY ARE THERE SO MANY FA-G-G-OT DEVIANTS IN ALL
THESE PARTIES & IN THE JEW-SA GOVERNMENT. IT’S LIKE
THEY WERE GOING FOR THE WORST OF THE WORST – SATAN
WORSHIPPING PEEDOFILES, CHILD TRAFFICKERS OF WHICH
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NGRBOY OBAMA IS 1 WITH BILL & KILLERY ANOTHER. TIME TO
BURN THE WITCHES ALL AT THE STAKE & MAKE SURE U CUT
THE HEADS OFF OF THESE VAMPIRES TO MAKE SURE.

Gosh! You sound angry! I cannot imagine why!? Just because of all
the corruption and evil? We should be used to it by now! (Sarcasm)

The Bushs, Clintons, Obama, Biden, Podestas, Zuckerburg,
Degenerous are all Rockefellers. That is why they all hated Trump so
much he threatened to disrupt their decades long grift and criminality.

 They are a satanic, communist, jew family.
 Homosexuality, incest, pedophilia, beastiality, necrophilia, sex with

demons are all elements of Black magic sex rituals. All practioners
engage in it.

They are not Jews. Real Jews do not engage in such evil.
Khazarians do. They are the ‘Jews’ Jesus calls out in Revelation 2:
and 3:9. Not the real Jews, because Jesus Himself was a real Jew.
Don’t get it confused.

THERE SHOULD BE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE LISTED AS
TRAITORS JUST IN THE CLINTON & OBAMA & BIDEN REGIMES
ALONE!!!

The STL Post has an AP story today on teens and guns. It says teen
gangs steal guns from homes, gun stores or TRAINS. In the Clinton
years, my friend studied teens in juvenile detention (pre cell phones).
The kids said they were alerted by beepers to go to train sites. The
trains would stop and the kids unloaded the guns. She spoke of her
findings to college audiences and the Feds approached her and said
that if she continued with these talks, they couldn’t protect her. In
another note, the Deep State seems to be appropriating Q/Patriot
verbiage. SNL had top star Keenan Thompson tell the audience
“stay frosty” and new DreamWorks movie this weekend is “Ruby
Gillman, Teenage KRAKEN”. Even the Mo Botanical Garden(STL) is
using “ And We Know” theme music in its tv ad. And finally, Tom and
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Rita Hanks claimed their Greek citizenship (No US extradition). It
seems the Obamas are conveniently also holed up in Greece for a
reason.

LIKE JAMES COMEY GUILLITINED HOMELESS VETERANS &
HOMELESS DRUG ADDICTS….COMEY WENT THE SAME SICK
WAY HIS VICTIMS DID. GOOD CALL.!!!

Comey was a “Sack of S..t!” SOS. I read what he did with FEMA and
was so disgusted! A young boy at the time witnessed his father
being guillotined. He had snuck in somehow! Talk about trauma!

JC may have started the business of selling body parts in barrels
that currently command $77,000 per barrel. Explains why none of
the missing were ever found. Blessings from The REAL Delavic

IMAGINE WAITING ON A FA-GG-OT CRACKHEAD TRANNY
LOVER & TRAITOR & HATER OF AMERICA & PROBABLY A
ROTHSCHILD OR ROCKERFELLER PUPPET BOY BEING ABLE
TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT. SHOULS HAVE LET HOLDER CALL
BARRY SOETERO – TRACE THE CALL & ARREST THAT FAG
TRAITOR MASS MURDERER.!@!!

The White Hats know where Barrack and Michael are at all times.
They think they are really intelligent to go to Greece where they think
they are safe. Michael can spew his vicious hatred from there all he
wants. However, the Obama demons will get caught and they will
face a military tribunal and the ultimate punishment for their treason.
I can’t wait to hear how Obama sobbed like the coward he is and
Michael spews his filth all over the place. That will be a day to
remember and read about over and over and over.

Last edited 1 hour ago by ChloeS

These little soy boy ghouls thought they were all that and a bag of
chips. I am thrilled Holder will never be free on this earth plane
again. Did anyone notice that when the rumors of JFK Jr being alive
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started, this demon changed his banner on Twitter to JFK Sr’s grave
site? Guess he was trying to intimidate.😂

YEAH AND??? THE EARTH IS NOT A FKN GLOBE GENIUS.
THEY KNEW THAT HUNDREDS OF YEARS AGO.

No faggot YOU grew up and joined the Slavery, Child-Molester, Flat-
Earth party that endorsed Obama.

DISGUSTING. THAT JUST PROVES HE SUPPORTS THE DEVILS
THAT KILLED THAT GREAT MAN!!

 No wonder President Trump fought so hard to drain the swamp.
 And on that same Twitter page he calls the SCOTUS ruling of Roe. a

‘monstrosity.’ Shame on him. And his wife is a baby doctor too?
Anybody married to an obstetrician that cares for pregnant women
properly (without pushing abortion, that is) should be proud. That
statement just makes him look bad. But then he is a crazycrat
Obamaite.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 6 hours ago by Delavic

I wish Michael could / would block him. I would never follow
someone with such low morals as to use someone else’s website to
promote their own business.

Ignore him he is nothing more than a trouble-making troll, that’s all.
At least he got rid of Cyrus.

All I can say is ABOUT TIME! I have been asking for years, when he
would be accountable.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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GOOD IT’S BEEN A LONG TIME COMING HE SHOULD HAVE
HANGED YEARS AGO—GOOD JOB NOW GO GET THE REST OF
THEM

I would think he should of been arrested a long time ago, But he was
a Puppet doing a good job I guess this is why he wasn’t,

How many people think there’s not going to be an election?
 I wonder how many people do think there is going to be one?

 I Don’t think there is going to be one, the Courts will Put Trump back
in when we know he Never Left.

The courts have no jurisdiction. The DC Corporation they operate
under is gone, defunct, bankrupt. DC is a foreign territory within the
US.

 The Military under continuation of government (COG) will
constitutionally return Trump at the correct time to the position he
won in 2020, with the greatest landslide victory in history.

I pray for that day….in the meantime…..a lot of demons are being
executed in several different spots around the world.

I wish more sources would report to Michael so he can get the word
out that proves something is happening. But the military is so crazy
super-strict so as not to damage its operations.

MD, consider these things. (1) According to Sebastian Gorka a
former adviser to DJT, DJT does not have to be in The House to
perform his presidential duties. (2) CUE has aid thus; military is the
only way. According to well sourced truthers, the military will officially
declare ML

 and will call for an election with DJT coming out the winner.
Blessings 🙏🙏 from the REAL Delavic.

The thing that always made me want to bash them in their
treasonous faces was how pompous and “above all of us” they
behaved. Holder won’t be standing on the gallows with a smug face
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telling his executioners that Obama will avenge his death….he will
probably be sobbing like the coward he is. Obama will behave the
same way.

So, is this old news, repurposed for 2023? I remember reading that
Holder had already been tried and sentenced to life. What’s up?

Last edited 9 hours ago by Mark David

And right on que…. that fuckers or some facsimile of him is on Face
the Nation about 13 or 14 hours ago.

Yes he was on the show yesterday. When are people going to finally
realize nothing on this site is true, it’s all fiction? No concrete proof of
anything alleged is ever given. In a way it’s funny that he writes this
elaborate story about Eric Holder being arrested and Holder shows
up on TV the next day. Feel sorry for people who believe anything on
this is real.

The Deep-State had to react to this article announcing Holder’s
arrest.

 It was obviously CGI representing Holder.
 The CGI graphics were struggling a bit, especially on the ‘fluttering’

dark suitcoat sleeves. Notice that the Face the Nation reporter’s
sleeves were not fluttering at all, nor anybody else. Once again, the
Deep-State immediately reacting to RRN articles.

https ://news .yahoo .com/face-nation-holder-drake-gorman-
165533815.html

Last edited 3 hours ago by Michael R Davis

Your crappy Wal-Mart tv is what’s producing the flutter. On a high-def
set there is no “fluttering.” You see what you want to see, not what’s
there
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Here is another video of Holder from six months ago with Margaret
Brennan wearing same coat, same tie, same shirt. If CGI, this video
is a better done CGI since the coat sleeves are not fluttering.

https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=Coz1l5f_YO0

People have long-since realized how stupid you people are. Now
you can watch us kill another of your friends and swear ”it cain’t be
RiEEEEEEEEEAL!!

It is.

And neither you nor your homosexual/traitor/slavery-child molester
party friends are gonna stop what’s ALREADY here.

Thanks Michael, we hope you’re on the mend. Are there updates of
criminals on the GITMO detention list? Just asking `cause AMG-
news report Barry Soetoro-Obama and Eric Holder as dead. It’s
tough for Americans to weed through DISinformation,
MISinformation and not find Truth. It would be better that Military
deputizes American citizens to SPLAY and SLAY “all aliens, fake
citizens, and communists” throughout America to get the nation back
than Military’s current “plan of action.” Just saying….

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2023: Jerome Adams (hanged), Antony
Blinken (1 head-shot), Liz Cheney (hanged), David Cohen (drown),
Brian Deese (hanged), Stephen Hahn (hanged), Ivan Kovalenko
(sniper-shot), Eric Lander (1 chest-shot), Lori Lightfoot (hanged),
Simu Liu (drown), Moncef Slaoui (hanged), Richard Tillyer (hanged),
Rochelle Walensky (hanged), Gretchen Whitmer (hanged). 

  
 MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022. Alec Baldwin (hanged), Stéphane
Bancel (hanged), Bridget Brink (hanged), Dick Cheney (homicide),
Francis Collins (hanged), Shannon Corless (hanged), Jennifer Brigid
O’Malley Dillon (1 chest-shot), Michael Donilon (hanged), Anita Dunn
(hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril Haines (2 head-shots),
Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch (hanged), Denis McDonough
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(2 head-shots), Gavin Newsom (hanged), Nancy Pelosi (hanged),
Sonia Sotomayor (hanged), Brian Stelter (hanged), Michael
Sussman (1 chest-shot), Thomas Vilsack (hanged). 

  
 MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021. Huma Abedin (hanged), Bill Barr
(hanged), Hunter Biden (hanged), Joe Biden (1 chest-shot), Deborah
Birx (1 chest-shot), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush Sr.
(euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), Bill Clinton (homicide),
Hillary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James Comey
(guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), Bill Gates (hanged), Tom
Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (2 head-shots), Marc Mezvinsky
(hanged), John Podesta (1 chest-shot), Colin Powell (suicide),
Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam Schiff (3
chest-shots), Peter Scolari (hanged).

  
 MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2023. Carolyn Ainslie, David
Axelrod, Bill Ayers (life in prison), James Baker, Amy Coney Barrett,
Maria Barret, John Boehner, Warren Buffett, Miguel Cardona (20
years), Patricia Conrad, Jack Dorsey, Amy Eshleman, Craig Fugate,
Isabella Guzman, Eric Holder, Ashish Kumar Jha, Carole Johnson,
Ron Klain (20 years), Kevin Kline, Harald Kraus, Jack Lew, Brock
Long, Michael Malanoski, Paul Pelosi (life in prison), Samantha
Power, Mitt Romney, Eli Roth, Chance Saltzman, Tom Shimabukuro,
George Soros, Kevin Spacey, Mark Suzman, Rex Tillerson, Rita
Wilson, Elijah Wood, Shalanda Young, Jeff Zients, Howard Zucker. 

  
 MILITARY REPORT IN March 2023: Senators Dianne Feinstein and
John Fetterman died in separate hospitals. 

  
 MILITARY REPORTS IN 2022-2023: Alaska and Missouri cloning
labs were destroyed.

Tis we, who are your Firedogs…thank you for this excellent
summary. RRN and it’s faithful readers give me hope that White Hats
are actually “dispatching” the bad guys. Thank you Michael Baxter
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and Firedog.

We’re getting closer to Barack that lying POS, who’s not even an
American citizen playing up to his blackness to get elected for two
damn terms. His execution MUST BE MADE PUBLIC.

Tucker started on Obama’s marriage last week, on one of his Twitter
shows. They’re circling the wagons for sure.

Thank you everyone that continues to take out the trash ! Holder
thought he was above the law with his relationship with Barack
shielding him. He didn’t realize that puppets like Barack really do not
hold any lasting power. Only The Eternal Sovereign and those He
Designated in The Chain of Command , have any real power. I hope
Holder enjoys his stay in Guam or Gitmo. I’m sure it’ll probably end
in a swinging time he won’t soon forget ! Stay Frosty , hang loose ,
you’re all doing God’s Work & protecting Innocents !

 Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

We’re all at the stage in this movie where we only need to read
hanging articles.

” the Bible says men shouldn’t lay”. the bible has been so edited and
contrived that maybe 1% of its information is original. Not defending
Holden bec he has a male pal but I disregard ANYTHING the bible
says as far as how mankind should conduct themselves. That said,
I’m elated to see Holden was arrested as he is traitor to our country
and a traitor to mankind. He needs to be taken off planet.

@Kent — Avoid reading the MASORETIC Holy Bible by the non-
human renegade angel alias Jew who were SLAVES to the Hebrews
for centuries.

Instead, read the Septuagint that ancient Greeks preserved old
Hebrew text that continues as Greek’s sole Holy Bible today. There
is an English translation that adheres to the preservation of ancient
Hebrew and Greek texts.
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The Holy Bible was authored by Father Jesus and scribed by
righteous men as a USER MANUAL for His “beloved offspring”
against His “evil humans and evil angels” that HE uses to
economically punish HIS “beloved offspring” whenever we are
disobedient to Him.

Don’t give up, just pray and repent daily. We are loved and blessed
by our forgiving Father Jesus!

Last edited 10 hours ago by FireDog

Now if you’d only make sure you’ve got the right guy. Start by
spelling his Lame correctly. See what I mien?

Hey, bible scholar, don’t you think God is powerful enough to
preserve his Word? So, you disregard the 10 Commandments as
well? You might be a serial killer for all we know.

Exactly what I was thinking. God would never allow his true inspired
word to be destroyed. This is just another way Satan wants to get to
everyone and make them believe his lies. God is all
powerful….much more than their god Satan and all of the evil
bastard democrats put together. Read your Bibles folks and listen to
the Creator.

Hi . Full moon it looks like . I hope to shed some moon lite on jb
pigsters big asss.. as always god bless us all amen be the change
for the better world and universe amen 💚💚💚💚💚💚💚✌👊🙊
🙉🙈happy new 1776 again…

Do you have an update on the condition of the former guy (forgot his
name) from whom General Eric M. Smith took over? He was worked
over by the black hats who kidnapped him. I hope he is back up to
snuff by now?

Go report to your puppet masters that this POS was arrested and will
be held accountable for his treason.
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I think America would greatly rejoice if Jane Fonda…..the
traitor….was arrested finally and taken to GITMO!! She is evil
personified. I still think Tyler Perry is a traitor for aiding and abetting
our enemies by providing the demons with a fake white house and a
way to escape capture. If that isn’t treason, what is?

Hanoi Jane was executed according to AMG-news. Go to their
website, type “execution list” in the search box, open the most recent
news article, scroll down the webpage, and search for Fonda among
the chart of hundreds of communists’ names executed for Treason.

I have seen that list…..most of Hollywood is on it. I don’t take every
list as the solid truth. I would love to read MB’s account of the arrest
of Jane Fonda and especially Tyler Perry!!

Ah, the censor’s hammer has come down. Comments gone. Maybe
it’s time to assume a new secret identity

No, they got clipped because I kept disrupting the extensive, bizarre
fantasy that is your day-to-day existence. You are gullible fools being
exploited by someone willing to constantly lie to you in order to take
your money. The Bible has a word for it – Amorality

hey Buzz, what was it like to be so high and look upon earth?

Well, hard to describe something that never happened. Adults do
things for odd reasons. But all I can say is upon my return here I
knew the left was going queer.

How did you get to be an actor with one role, that being an astro-
mut?

Suck on baal’s nob is how you get that job. And so it is with these
mason fucks.

(nob = notes/bonds of USTreasurys. Bonds = bondage)

Last edited 12 hours ago by Julie
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Hmm … so, (1) purchasing “bonds / debts” to increase one’s wealth,
(2) defrauding taxpayers by fake aeronautic technology, (3)
disobeying Father Jesus’ commandment against homosexuality, and
(4) disobeying Father Jesus’ commandment against sacrificing
humans by idol worship to Lucifer-Satan.

What is your meaning to cite these particular evil behaviors? 
 Did Eric Holder and Barry Soetoro-Obama commit these behaviors

either separately or together?

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 13 hours ago by Delavic

What happened???? As “The Gamble” & JAG might say —- You got
to know when to Holder & know when to Folder !!!

Obama is gay too, he took it in the ass from big Mike in our White
House for 8 years and laughing at us the whole time.

That is something that I can’t abide. Some reports out there say
these assholes have already been dealt with and possibly dead but
I’d like to see justice for them or at least hear if they have already.

“Some reports out there say these assholes have already been dealt
with and possibly dead but I’d like to see justice for them or at least
hear if they have already.”

READ THAT AGAIN SLOWLY,,,

The Black Lord’s neutralization cannot be reported for reasons of
National Security, If made public, Snowflakes and Blacks would
make the aftermath of George Floyd’s death look like the Macy’s

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Thanksgiving Day Parade.The level of chaos, rioting,
and destruction would be monumental.

 This is an extremely sensitive situation that will probably not be
reported for decades after we are all dead and gone.

EXECUTE both fudge packers….ASAP !
 Then .. inform main stream media…

 No one will ever miss them!

I believe the MSM knows all about the arrests and executions. They
are all DS complicit and will only report what they are told to report. It
would be chaos if the lying dog media were to suddenly report the
truth. The truth has a way of sneaking out when you least expect it. I
think waiting patiently for that day is well worth it.

So with 5.1 million encounters of illegal immigrants since January
2021 and at least 1.2 million known illegal immigrant “gotaways,”
that’s a confirmed minimum of 6.3 million illegal immigrants entering
the U.S. since Biden took office with the promise to “build back
better.”

For added context to such a number, Biden has allowed a greater
quantity of illegal immigrants into the United States than the number
of people who live in each of the following 33 states (and two
territories):

Alabama, population 5,024,279.
 Alaska, population 733,391.

 Arkansas, population 3,011,524.
 Colorado, population 5,773,714.
 Connecticut, population 3,605,944.

 Delaware, population 989,948.
 District of Columbia, population 689,545.

 Hawaii, population 1,455,271.
 Idaho, population 1,839,106.

 Iowa, population 3,190,369.
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Kansas, population 2,937,880.
Kentucky, population 4,505,836.

 Louisiana, population 4,657,757.
 Maine, population 1,362,359.

 Maryland, population 6,177,224.
 Minnesota, population 5,706,494.
 Mississippi, population 2,961,279.
 Missouri, population 6,154,913.

 Montana, population 1,084,225.
 Nebraska, population 1,961,504.
 Nevada, population 3,104,614.

 New Hampshire, population 1,377,529.
 New Mexico, population 2,117,522.

 North Dakota, population 779,094.
 Oklahoma, population 3,959,353.

 Oregon, population 4,237,256.
 Puerto Rico, population 3,285,874.

 Rhode Island, population 1,097,379.
 South Carolina, population 5,118,425.

 South Dakota, population 886,667.
 Utah, population 3,271,616.

 Vermont, population 643,077.
 West Virginia, population 1,793,716.

 Wisconsin, population 5,893,718.
 Wyoming, population 576,851.

And you got these population totals from where? Havent seen any
census taken since the last one in 2020, just curious. Thanks.

That wretched faggot traitor cocksucking spic arming patriot killing
barely recognizable primate is gonna get his ass fucking alright! And
now we have toxic vapors emanating from the bowels of chicongo. In
equipoise, the flash floods were quite appropriate! Welldone dousing
the DStards’ expected temper tantrum!

Aholes come in all colors, shapes and sizes. Lay off the bigotry.
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we used to refer to him as “Cup Holder.” he did a lot of bad things to
this country. thank heavens, true justice is finally being meted out.

 
 


